March 9, 2018
To:
Property Rights Friends Group 1
Property Rights Friends Group 2
Property Rights Friends Group 3
Citizens Alliance For Property Rights (CAPR)
Washington State Representatives 2018
Washington State Senators 2018
Montana State Representatives 2018
Montana State Senators 2018
Tim Eyman, Jack & Mike Fagan
Subject: Why American State Citizens Cannot be Represented – Discerning
Represent vs. Consent

This is the tenth presentation, over some 7 years, linked below.
 This pitch took 67 slides to wrap up the subject in a message which I hope
will be at least understandable.
 Many of you will not be able to believe that the proposed solutions can be
accomplished.

 However, something politically impossible does not make the process
improvement impossible, indeed it begs for the improvement more.
 Truth is stranger than fiction, especially with our representatives and
senators who live and work between two opposite worlds, e.g. private and
public as well as fiction and reality.
 Representing tens and hundreds of thousands of state and district Citizens is
an impossible position to be placed in and I say that with all due respect.
 However, anyone in their “right mind” would never submit to such a
dialectic fantasy as to believe they can truly, honestly and accurately
represent their fellow Citizens.
 This material is an attempt to present an idea or treatise to streamline and
authenticate how a true and honest free Republic can be better represented.


American free state Citizens cannot continue to be intimidated, bullied and
misrepresented without their direct individual consent, most especially with
one or two minute testimonies.

 Public federal, state and municipal governments and their serial agencies are
so out of touch with the reality of the free state Citizen, it is pathetic and
intentional.
 Today’s grossly inaccurate and barbaric political system of America’s so
called representative government is no longer acceptable or necessary, i.e. it
is laughable.
 America has long had the technology to make a quantum leap into a hyper
state of representation, if you will, never before imagined.
 This “Box of Thoughts Connecting the Dots” regarding “Why American
State Citizens Cannot be Represented” will hopefully awaken you to
“Discerning Represent vs. Consent”.
 Let me know what you think, there is nothing worse than the sound of
silence which solves nothing.
o http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/Aboxofthoughtsconnectingthed
ots.pdf

Yours in Freedom For All Seasons,

Jack Venrick
Rollins, Montana
Ex Enumclaw, Washington Citizen & Property Owner for 40 years
www.freedomforallseasons.org

